sorrel team that had drawn us along the Valley roads and over the hills, in
spring, summer, autumn and winter, almost daily.
Walking alongside the wheels now I drove them along the road to the
churchyard where no bell tolled. No people were wailing. John followed.
Ralp and Orrin, two of my young Hillside cousins, were waiting at the
chapel gate. Together we lowered the flower-filled and flower-covered
pine-box to the bottom of the new-made grave. Then I asked them to
leave me there alone.
I wanted to fill the grave myself . . .
The August sun was setting I remember on the familiar range of hills.
Dimly, I felt coming in far-off shadows of the ages struggling to escape
from sub-consciousness and utter themselves .. * Then slowly came dark-
ness ... I filled the grave, staying there in the dark. It was friendly.
And no monument yet marks the spot where she was buried.
All I had left to show for the struggle for freedom of the five years past
that had swept most of my former life away, had now been swept away.
Why mark the spot where desolation ended and began?
AGAIN
In the little bedroom back of the undestroyed studio workshop I re-
mained in what was left of Taliesin I.
No one seemed near to me. Not even she who had been struck down.
The gaping black hole left by fire in the beautiful hillside was empty, a
charred and ugly scar upon my own life.
This tragedy resulting in the destruction of Taliesin the first left me in
a strange plight.
From the moment of my return to that scene of devastating horror I
had wanted to see no one. And I would see no one but the workmen.
Work only was bearable.
For the week following there was no one on the hill at night but me and
the watchman who sat on the steps with a gun across his knees. The whole
countryside was terrified by the tragedy—not knowing what more to ex-
pect. Before the murderer was discovered groups of the neighbours had
searched cornfields and woods for the black-man.
Those nights in the little back room were black, filled with strange un-
reasoning terrors. No moon seemed to shine. No stars in the sky. No
familiar frog-song coming from the pond below. There was a strange, un-
natural silence, while drifts of smoke still rose from the ruin.
Unable to sleep, numb, I would get up, take a cold bath to bring myself
alive and go out on the hills in the night, not really knowing where. But
I would come safely back again with only a sense of black night and the
strange fear, no beauty visible any more. Grope how I might—no help
from that source. And I would find my way back to bed.
Something strange had happened to me. Instead of feeling that she,
whose life had joined mine there at Taliesin, was a spirit near, she was
utterly gone.
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